H

oumas House Plantation
and Gardens provides an
exceptional location for your
next event, whether it be a
Meeting, Small Conference, Luncheon,
Gala Dinner, Wedding, Reception or
simply a Dinner for two. Our Plantation,
Gardens, Pavilion, Restaurant and Fountain
Court offer the perfect setting for that
special event that can range from 2 to
5000 guests.
The Mansion at Houmas House
is open for tours daily, seven days a
week from 9 AM to 5 PM. It offers its
guests a chance to visit a time and place
which few have had the opportunity to
live. Our visitors are greeted by tour
guides, attired in antebellum dress, and
are escorted throughout the home. Stories
of the way life existed in the early 1800’s
keep everyone enthralled. The home is
decorated with period
antiques and art work.
No rooms are roped
off, and our guests are
encouraged to view the
Mansion as a home,
not a museum. Our
stories are entertaining,
and include stories
of the architecture
of the home, the
furniture and art
collection. Narrations of the lifestyles
of Wade Hampton, John Burnside and
William Porcher Miles, who were amongst
the wealthiest Americans of their day,
are revealed and our guests are highly
entertained with them.

Houmas House Plantation

walled garden is
landscaped with crepe
myrtles, sweet olives,
fragrant magnolias,
and a wide variety
of fragrant plants
Areal View
and colorful annuals
and perennials. The Hampton Fountain
Court is the perfect place for a 300 person
cocktail party, or a 175 person dinner.
It is open air, but on those spectacular,
beautiful, wonderful days, nothing can

compare. If the weather is not cooperating,
adjacent to the Court is the Pavilion at
Houmas House.
Our Pavilion is fully climate
controlled, but offers unobstructed views
of our Gardens. The architectural style
of this building is Romantic Gothic and
resembles the Carriage House at Germania
Plantation, which lies in ruin today, only
several miles away. This 6,000 square
foot Pavilion can be used for meetings,

Our breathtaking Gardens, include
over 16 acres of manicured lawns, formal
gardens, oak alleys, water-lily gardens,
fountains and secret gardens, The Live
Oaks are ranked amongst the oldest and
most beautiful in the world. Some are 500
years old and have a span of 190 feet. The
Water-Lily Gardens are at our entrance and
many have selected it to be the spot for
their smaller more intimate weddings.
The Hampton Fountain Court is a
walled garden which features a 50 foot
circular water-lily pond crowned with a
50 foot fountain. This fabulous water
display dances and has 9 different colors
of lights to entertain our guests. The
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Pavilion
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banquets, conferences, dances or
receptions. The views are of the 550 year
old Live Oak tree, the Orchard, the House
Garden and the Fountain Court. The room
is T shaped and can be easily divided into
three separate rooms for various uses.
Our restaurant, Latil’s Landing,
located in the original French House at
Houmas House, was built in 1773 by
Alexander Latil. This original house
features four exquisite rooms, each with
its own personality, which are used as
Dining Rooms. We can accommodate
up to 14 guests at one dining table in a
private dining room. Latil’s Landing can
accommodate up to 100 guests at one
dining table if the banquet is held in the
Pavilion. Our Cathedral of Oaks, which
lines the entry of the Mansion from the
Mississippi River, is the perfect choice for
Weddings and Grand Outdoor Banquets.
For Weddings, our brides enter the Lawn
and walk 350 feet up the aisle through the
alley of oaks. It is a spectacular site, that
can never be duplicated. The ceremony
takes place on the front steps of the
Mansion, and several thousand guests can
be accommodated for viewing the nuptials.
For Banquets under the oaks, we place one
very long table that can comfortably allow
200 to dine in a renaissance style.

Pavilion

Cathedral of Oaks

Latil’s Landing
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Houmas House . . . Where Groups
come together for Special Events.
MEETINGS

If you are searching for standard meeting space, you won’t
ﬁnd it at Houmas House Plantation and Gardens. We offer a
wide variety of unique spaces in which your attendees can gather.
Houmas House will deliver an experience unparalleled to anything
else in South Louisiana. When it has to be special, it has to be
Houmas House

LUNCHEONS

Luncheons at Houmas House are normally served around
the fountain in the Hampton Court. They are usually casual and
served buffet style, but table service is available. Any of our
unique venues can be used for Luncheons. It must be understood
that tours are given daily from 9 to 5 and the Gardens and Lawns
are on tour during these times. We will partition the Fountain
Court or the Gardens for Luncheons, but the area is in full view of
our guests who are touring our historic gardens and Mansion

WEDDINGS

We are able to host the most intimate of weddings from 3
individuals to 4000 in what many believe are the most fabulous
Gardens in the South. For weddings with more than 50 guests,
we suggest that your Wedding Ceremony be held in front of
the Mansion under our Cathedral of Oaks. The bride has at her
pleasure the ability of having a 300 foot aisle in order to make that
spectacular entrance. Chairs are placed in a semi-circular fashion
around the front of the Mansion and everyone has a spectacular
view of the bride and groom on the gallery of the Mansion, with
the Mansion itself as the back drop. We love to have the bride and

Lilly Pond

groom face the
guests for the
ceremony, so that
their friends and
Garconniere
relatives are able
to see those momentous expressions at that
special moment.
For smaller weddings, we have
several magical areas for the ceremony that
are extremely romantic and intimate. The
Upper Garconniere resembles a chapel.
This historic structure was built in 1828 and
is featured in our logo. Your guests will be
seated in the Horseshoe Garden, which is a
fabulous hedge garden planted with annuals
and perennials that are always white. The
Dragonﬂy Point is also a fabulous setting
amongst the water gardens that resemble
Monet’s Gardens at Giverney, France.
Wedding on Steps
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or nearly 4 acres. This Lawn is surrounded
by majestic oaks, the Wysteria Arbor, and
the Upriver Garconniere. The Horseshoe
Hedge Garden is within the boundaries of
the Croquet Lawn, and this entire area is
considered part of the Bridal Garden and is
planted in white ﬂowers.
The Grand Lawns of Houmas
House are the green spaces in front of
the Mansion and encompass 300,000
square feet of space, or nearly 7 acres,
and feature the Cathedral of Oaks and the
many ancient Oaks of the Houmas Indians.
Beautifully Landscaped, and surrounded
by water gardens, the Mansion, Oaks and
the Forest, one can only imagine how many
can easily be entertained on the
Grand Lawn.

DINNER AND GRAND GALAS
RECEPTIONS

Houmas House offers the ultimate
setting for that special reception. Whether
the occasion is a wedding reception, a
cocktail party, birthday party, or simply a
small gathering, we have several walled
gardens that connect and offer the perfect
sizing for the number of guests from 50 to
5000.
The Hampton Court Fountain is a
30,000 square foot walled garden, which
features a circular 50 foot water-lily pond
with a fountain that dances and shoots up
50 feet in height to entertain and dazzle
your guests. At nighttime the fountain
changes colors and the knotted hedge
garden is illuminated with lights glowing
up into the trees. This terraced garden is

interspersed with statuary and gardens and
can easily handle 300 for cocktails.
Downriver and adjacent to the
Hampton Fountain Court, is the Pavilion,
which offers 6000 square feet of space
with ceiling heights varying from 12 to
14 feet. This T shaped Pavilion is fully
climate controlled, but offers unobstructed
views of the Gardens and Fountain. For
cocktail receptions, the Pavilion can easily
accommodate 500. The Lawn in front of
the Pavilion allows for an additional 200
guests and features a 550 year old Live
Oak Tree as its centerpiece.
Upriver, and adjacent to the
Hampton Fountain Court is the Croquet
Lawn which measures 150,000 square feet
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Fine dining has always been present
at Houmas House. John Burnside in 1859
entertained grandly in the Ballroom as well
as under the Oaks. His dinner parties were
well known around the civilized world.
William Russell wrote about these events
in his book “The North and The South”.
Today, we once again offer the ultimate in
ﬁne dining. We are able to handle dinners
for two to dinner for 350 in one banquet
setting. Once again, it is our belief that
our Gardens offer the most spectacular
setting for entertaining. Nothing surpasses
the ambiance of our Cathedral of Oaks
which can accommodate 300 guests at one
long banquet table. Other areas, such as
the Hampton Fountain Court can handle
200 guests for dinner, and of course our
Pavilion will accommodate 350 for dinner
in climate controlled comfort, whether it is
raining or excessively hot.
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The Pavilion at Houmas House

O

ur newest venue offers a setting
in keeping with the era, yet it
still manages to be an ideal
spot for large receptions,
dinners, buffets, and conferences. This
Gothic Romantic Pavilion is designed to
reﬂect the styling of the Carriage House
at Germania Plantation which lies in ruins
only several miles away. The Pavilion is
climate controlled, yet offers unobstructed
views of the Gardens and Fountain Court.
This 5000 square foot area can be divided
into 3 smaller rooms. Ceiling heights
are 12 and 14 feet and the main room
measures 38 feet by 68 feet, and has two
wings each measuring 28 feet by 43 feet.
When divided, the larger room is named
the Plantation Room and the two smaller
rooms are named the Downriver Room and
the Upriver Room. There are no columns
to obstruct views.

Pavilion

All meeting space (not inclusive of
common area space) totals 6362 square
feet of space. In addition to this rentable
space, amenities such a restrooms, break
rooms and kitchen for the restaurant and
caterer are located in this building.
The ﬂoors of the Pavilion are acid
stained and polished concrete ﬂoors. The
walls are either antique brick or sheetrock.
There is adequate electricity provided in
this facility.
For meetings, the entire space can
be used, or the larger room can be used
as the main meeting space with each of
the smaller rooms being used as break out
rooms. Located in the same building are
three smaller break out rooms named and
measured as follows:

Interior of Pavilion

THE PAVILION
The Plantation Room
The Downriver Room
The Upriver Room
The Ashland Room
The Hermitage Room
The Bocage Room

The Pavilion
The Plantation Room
The Downriver Room
The Upriver Room
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VARIOUS
38’ x 68’ 5”
28’ x 43’
28’ x 43’
22’ 8” x 28’
19’ x 10’
22’ 7” x 23’ 5”

5000 SQUARE FEET
2592
1204 square feet
1204 square feet
637 square feet
190 square feet
535 square feet

CAPACITIES IN THE PAVILION
Reception
Theater
500
385
260
200
120
92
120
92

Schoolroom
250
130
60
60
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Banquet
362
180
96
96

The Hampton Fountain Court

O

ne of the most talked about
features of Houmas House
is the Hampton Fountain
Court. This uniquely designed
area allows the ultimate in outdoor
entertaining. The ﬂoors are a stamped
concrete that allows for dancing, yet a
non-slip surface. This 30,000 square foot
walled garden, features a dancing 50 foot
fountain with changing colored lights.
Additionally this a parterre garden and
knotted hedge garden. Each of these areas
have fragrant ﬂowers and an abundance
of colorful ﬂowering plants. Additionally
it is surrounded by formal Northern
Pine, Crepe Myrtle, Magnolia and Sweet
Olive Trees, which all have up lighting to
enhance their beauty at night.
This area is
great for up to 300 for
cocktails or 200 for
dinner. This is the area
that is most desired
for events. No other
plantation has anything
like it. It is most
unique, yet ﬁtting in
such a historical site.

Hampton Fountain Court

Nighttime at Fountain Court
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The Cathedral of Oaks

O

ur Cathedral of Oaks were
planted by the Houmas Indians
nearly 300 years ago, and were
the trail used by them from
the River to the Medicine Circle of Oaks,
where the Mansion stands today. Few sites
in the world offer such a fabulous setting
as do this allee of Oaks. Gentle breezes
are always present in the allee because
two miles of river ﬂow directly toward the
Mansion and take a hairpin turn downriver.
The ﬂow of the river causes the air mass
above it to follow the water and continue
towards the Mansion, once the river
turns. This is the ideal location for larger
weddings, large banquets, and Sunset
cocktail parties. Dinner for 250 can be
served at one long table under the majesty
of the Cathedral of Oaks.
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The Croquet Lawn.

T

his lawn offers our guests a
place to play a round of croquet
during the daylight hours.
Once the sun begins to set, it
is the perfect formal spot for a garden
tea party, or cocktail party, dinner or
dance. Surrounded by several 300 to 400
year oaks, this nearly four acre heavily
landscaped garden features the Wysteria
Arbor, the Garconniere and the Horseshoe
Hedge Garden. Though we don’t think it
necessary, large tenting is allowed in this
Garden
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The Grand Lawn at Houmas House

O

ur lawn offers nearly 7 acres of
beautifully manicured grass,
surrounded by 50 Live Oaks
that range in age of 100 to 550
years. In this area, ﬁreworks shot over the
River can be viewed. Dinner for several
thousand guests can be accommodated.
Most anything one can dream can be
achieved on the Grand Lawn.
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The Dragonﬂy Point

T

his intimate garden is the perfect
setting for an engagement or
small wedding. It overlooks the
Water-Lily Garden and has a
fabulous collection of tropical, Amazonian
and hardy water-lilies

Dragonﬂy Point Bridge
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Latil’s Landing Restaurant

L

ocated in the original home of
Alexander Latil, built in 1773,
the intimate restaurant will seat
up to 120 guests in 5 different
historical rooms, each with its own unique
character and design. Each room can
be privately rented as a private dining
room. The menu is a blend of Creole
and French and many items have the rich
sauces expected in the grand New Orleans
Restaurants, except at Latil’s Landing, the
atmosphere makes the difference. The
original ﬂooring and wood beamed ceilings
are exposed to highlight the history of
the past and present. Appointments are
required for dining.
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Policies
DEPOSITS IF OUTSIDE
CATERERS ARE USED.

The Management of Houmas
House Plantation and Gardens has selected
several preferred caterers with which
to work. They are proven to create the
perfect event. If other than our approved
caterers are selected to provide services
at Houmas House, there will be a deposit
held by Burnside Plantation in an amount
equal to 20% of the rental amounts. This
deposit will be returned within 72 hours of
the conclusion of the event. Management
of Houmas House will inform caterer at
the conclusion of the event of areas that
need to be cleaned or returned to original
positions prior to 8 AM the morning
following the event. If caterer fails to
correct deﬁciencies by 8 AM on the
morning following event, the deposit will
be forfeited or the refund of the deposit
will be reduced by the amount of clean up
or other fees to correct the deﬁciencies.
The Facilities and Gardens must be clean
and in the same condition as when the
caterer arrived. If, in the sole opinion
of the Management of Houmas House,
the facilities and Gardens are not in the
same condition as when caterer arrived,
the deposit will either be forfeited or an
amount will be returned which will be
reduced by the amount of damages or clean
up needed.

ADDITIONAL RENTALS IF
NON-APPROVED CATERERS
ARE USED

All rental fees will be increased
by a minimum of $500 if non approved
caterers are used. Depending on the size
of the event, a fee in excess of $500 may
be charged. The reason for this additional
fee is to pay for the expense of additional
Houmas House personnel required for
monitoring, advising and assisting caterers
who are not acquainted with our facilities.

We have selected a core group of caterers
who can provide a variety of styles of
catering for our clients. These approved
caterers have been trained to the nuances
of holding events at Houmas House and we
highly recommend the usage of these preapproved caterers.

OUTSIDE CATERERS NEED TO
BE SELF CONTAINED.
Non-approved caterers must be
totally self contained. We will provide
water and electricity, but otherwise the
caterer needs to provide all equipment and
will be positioned on a pad adjacent to the
Pavilion. All garbage and trash must be
removed from premises at the end of the
event.

Certiﬁcates of Insurance and Copies
of License to sell Alcoholic Beverages
must be provided prior to all events.

A 50% DEPOSIT IS REQUIRED
TO RESERVE A DATE.
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